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Chyra, a lone, voluptuous elf, has embarked on a journey to avenge the party of adventurers she

once belonged to. Her quest will be perilous, fraught with dragons, monsters, dungeons, and sex.

Her first step will take her over a forbidden waterfall and into the domain of an ancient creature that

has killed all who have come before. Will Chyra's elven cunning and deadly battle craft be enough

to save her? Find out in Chronicle 1 of this epic fantasy series of short stories.Mature content. Mildly

recommended for a male audience. Contains photo illustrations.
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This was....exactly what I thought it was. Thoughtless mind porn. Nothing more, nothing less. Thus,

it gets 3 stars for not advertising itself as something it isn't. At the same time, it didn't surprise me at

all. There was no real depth, no lore qualities, no nothing. Just pornography for the mind.

This is just the first chapter of a novel. If the entire thing was to be available I might consider buying

the entire thing. The writing is good and I would like to know where things go, but again I won't pay

this much for one chapter again.



I was nostalgic for the old (mid 90s) D&D novels and somehow stumbled on this looking for them or

their 2000s equivalent, believe it or not. The cover and title were frankly so ludicrous that I had to

show my wife. We pointed and laughed and. . I bought the first one just to mock it. Here's the thing-

it wasn't bad at all.I expected misspelled, poorly constructed crap which wouldn't get a C in high

school English. It's actually decently written fantasy in the D&D vein (with a dash of Ultima, which I

found surprising), plus sex. The stories are short and so far have a nice resolution followed by a

cliffhanger to lead you to the next story. It's like what if 90s TSR had a show on skinemax. . .and I

hate to say, I really liked it. One word of advice though- buy the singles instead of the compendium,

there's apparently some sort of secret code in the single chapters you don't get in the omnibus.

More of a chapter than a stand-alone story. The author should really think about publishing a

collection or two at $9.99 (with 70% royalties) rather than sell 20 some odd "books" for $1.99 (at

35% royalties most likely). Otherwise these really aren't worth it for the price.Also, the protagonist

must be unbelievably weak to the point of near crippled. She's depicted as having trouble carrying a

sword and even large two-handed swords like the german Zweihander were only about 7 pounds. I

could imagine maybe a Halfling having trouble with that, but a "Battle Elf" should be stronger. I

blame crappy video games and "experts" on the "History" Channel.

A little short but a very erotic beginning. The elf completed her first quest and the result will in time

change her life. For when one binds an immortal creature how does one escape being bound in

return?

The lady on the cover caught my eye (who is she?). I read the first and found it a passable bit of

fiction. They are pricey and I hesitated on the next one, but bought it. It was a bit longer, but good.

The sex parts are exciting, but not written real trashy. I am up to #4. Can't read just one.

i'm really baffled by the low ratings this has gotten. exactly what did those people think they were

buying? i knew i was getting a short story (first chapter of a longer work in fact) and it would involve

a naked elf lady, most likely having sex with someone. and that is exactly what i got. i wish it had

been longer, sure, but i got exactly what i paid for. the pictures were a wonderful bonus, the

photography is very good and the model is gorgeous. the story (such as it is) is rather cute and

intriguing with lots of details that could expand on a larger universe for it to take place in. my only

real gripe with the storytelling was that the author should have just incorporated the footnotes into



the regular narrative instead of linking them to separate pages, that was kind of pointless. i would

actually like to read the rest of this, but i'm not sure i want to pay $1.99 for each chapter. i wish the

author would just combine all the current chapters and sell them together.

Not even worth reading. Very short and really not much to read. All could easy been just one

chapter book.
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